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For these reasons and perhaps others, theological disapproval does
not always translate into social or political opposition. Saying most
Christians are against gambling is one thing. Demonstrating Christian
anti-gambling activity is another.
In 1976, the Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward
Gambling noted that traditional Protestant opposition to gambling that
argued from moral principles and socioeconomic consequences was as
strong as ever.35 This is not the case thirty years later.
A writer for Christianity Today crystalized the problem.While there is
broad agreement across denominational lines against gambling, very lit
tle is done about it.36 Part of the problem is apathy, part lack of awareness,
part legal ambiguity and complexity, and part funding. Anti-gambling
movements have always been hampered by these four barriers, religious
or specifically Christian resistance even more so.
Churches have an advantage in that they can fight gambling locally.
Despite the fact that some commentators have referred to conservative
religious values as "traditional repressive cultural norms:' churches can
exercise an impact. Until the 1996 passage of Proposal E, the religious
community of Detroit had been largely responsible for stopping repeated
referendums calling for legalized gambling in that city.
Whatever their resource limitations, Christian groups and churches
must do more than give up without a fight.The question is whether reli
gious and specifically Christian groups are going to rise to the challenge
of this moral moment.
At the national meeting of the Christian Coalition in 1995, Senator
Richard Lugar (a candidate for the Republican Party presidential nomi
nation in 1996) said,
The spread of gambling is a measure of the moral erosion taking
place in our country.... It says that if you play enough, you can
hit the jackpot and be freed from the discipline of self-support
through a job or the long commitment of ongoing education....
We cannot tolerate the "get rich quick" symbolism of gambling,
while pleading with our children to avoid other "tosses of the
dice" that lead to unhealthy living and destructive behavior.37
Lugar's point, according to journalist William Safire, was that the gov
ernment may not be able to legislate morality, but the Christian Coalition

